About eduCanon

Increasing class sizes and a widening opportunity gap prove the classic teaching model of “one size fits all” no longer does. Teachers struggle to find a manageable and engaging way for individualized, differentiated and data-driven instruction.

eduCanon is a freemium platform (web & iOS) that empowers teachers to create and share interactive video lessons. Teachers use eduCanon to harness the power of video in an engaging, rigorous and student-directed manner. The offering also extends to schools and districts, where eduCanon promotes instructional advancement through their professional development tool suite and pedagogical support structure. eduCanon has over 100K modular lessons and rich supports, providing a community for teachers.

http://www.educanon.com/
@educanon123
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“Our platform empowers students to no longer be simply consumers of education--they will be engaged producers, masters and game-changers. We focus on not only closing the opportunity gap by maximizing teacher efficacy and student engagement, but also teaching students who fell through the gap the first time.”

Benjamin Levy
CEO, eduCanon

Washington, D.C.
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